
You will need:
- Felt (A4 sheet: 3x purple, 
1x light pink, 1x beige, 
1x black and 1x white)
- Needle and thread

Bob Bilby 
Puppet

1. Use the template stencils provided (on the sheets 
below) to cut out each of your felt pieces. Be sure to 
match the right colour of felt to the correct piece of Bob!
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- Fabric glue
- Paintbrush
- Scissors 
- Sewing pins
- Pen

2. Attach the smaller pieces 
(eyes, hands, belly and nose) 
onto Bob's face and body. Use 
fabric glue to attach the inner 
ear onto the ear.

If sewing the pieces together, 
only attach the lower half of the 
ears together.
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When attaching your Bob Bilby 
puppet pieces together you can use 
fabric glue, a needle and thread or a 
sewing machine - the choice is yours!



Bob Bilby 
Puppet

3. Attach the back panel of the felt ear to the 
front using fabric glue or a needle and thread.  

4. Attach the lower part of the face (with 
the nose) to the front of the body using 
fabric glue or a needle and thread.
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5. Place the ears between the back and 
front body panels. Pin the ears into 
place. Be sure the ears are facing the 
right way around!
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6. Attach the back panel to front panel 
using fabric glue or a needle and thread. 
Be sure to keep the ears between the 
panels and glue or stitch in place.



Bob Bilby 
Puppet

Bob is complete!

Make a small Bob Bilby puppet 
for little hands by using the 
'small hands' Bob Bilby puppet 
stencil provided at Bluey.TV. 

Say CHEESE! Bob Bilby is ready 

for an adventure!

Discover more fun at www.bluey.tv
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7. Trim any excess fabric or thread as 
needed to neaten up your edges. 
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8. Finish your Bob Bilby puppet by adding 
eyes. Glue or stitch a piece of white felt to 
the black felt or draw the eyes on using a 
white marker pen. You can also use small 
white buttons.



Bob bilby puppet
Use the template pieces to cut out the 
felt shapes!




